Introduction

As timely renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background of remarkable highlight of microcosmic configuration of matter, “Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis” is innovative cosmos redefinition and thoroughly coherent PNT dynamics about universal existence & motion as spontaneous occurrence in the nature of essence of matter in a class by itself, which is radically extended from newly highlighted factuality that “discretionary particles in cosmos are mutually convertible” as lineal logic system based on unique assumable pre condições of Homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis postulate.

Since discretionary particles in cosmos are mutually convertible for they ultimately possess the common component in certain configurable hierarchy, entire cosmos must be throughout homogenous existing as out-and-out integrative coherent homogeneity system originated from unique genesis through and through. With the innovative idea in mind, I hypostatize cosmic endosmosis of “spacetime” & “matter” into homogenous cosmos under presumable precondition that “spacetime” & “matter” exactly make up of integrative homogenous cosmos as well-regulated cosmic homogeneity system originated from unique genesis through and through, none coordinate component else, “two logic extensions of Homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis postulate” are deduced therefore. Further connotation objectification of the two logic extensions of Homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis postulate not only makes the homologic notions of space, space distance, time, time dynamic speed and space radiation corru defined accordingly at the volley but also makes the homologic filiation between spacetime and matter (Positive & Negative Transmutation action) self-evident.

Virtually, PNT action is not only headspring creation bringing up original generation of matter along sequential homologic cosmogony but also proportionate dynamic origin of postnatal existence & motion of matter in cosmos, which of course indicates existence & motion of matter in spacetime is vivid enantiomorphous incarnation of innative PNT action of matter integration. Once PNT action is specified by “Instinctive PNT equilibrium postulate”, universal existence & motion in spacetime
unveils itself as spontaneous occurrence of \([\text{external physical disturbance} + (\text{PNT action} + \text{instinctive PNT equilibrium})]\):

Once \(\text{external physical disturbance}=0\), nothing impacts PNT equilibrium instinct of matter integration, matter integration exists in inertial state as freewheeling therefore.

Once \(\text{external physical disturbance}\neq 0\), external physical disturbance must impact PNT equilibrium instinct of matter integration, matter integration has to spontaneously acclimate itself upon instinctive PNT equilibrium towards optimum PNT operation, which is vivid action of universal existence & motion in the nature of essence of matter in a class by itself, which incarnate as proportionate variation of all related state parameters of matter integration due to instinctive PNT equilibrium. Of course, mathematical formulation of quantitative change of all related state parameters of matter integration due to instinctive PNT equilibrium of matter integration from “external physical disturbance” towards optimum PNT operation directly leads to accomplishment of PNT dynamics, which is mathematical formulation of uniform dynamic fundamental of universal existence & motion in the nature of coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution or mathematical formulation of spontaneous occurrence of \([\text{external physical disturbance} + (\text{PNT action} + \text{instinctive PNT equilibrium})]\).

In straightforward words, as remarkable highlight of factuality that discretionary particles in cosmos are mutually convertible, Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis successively implemented two pioneering exploratory actions as below:

The first, It sublimated the rationality of newly highlighted factuality discretionary particles in cosmos are mutually convertible into Homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis postulate.

The second, with supplementation of two 0.5 grade accessorial postulates, it implemented connotation objectification of homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis with further freewheeling logic extension.

Supplemental introduction of the first 0.5 grade accessorial postulate of “\(\text{Spacetime} \sim \text{matter fully embodying cosmos postulate}\)” makes integrative condition of \(\text{Homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis} + \text{Spacetime} \sim \text{matter fully embodying cosmos}\) sensibly & logically extendable, and two logic extensions of Homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis postulate are deduced thereby. And further connotation objectification of the two logic extensions of Homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis postulate accomplishes homology hypostatization of cosmos, which not only makes the homology notions as space, time, time dynamic speed, space distance, space radiation cornu, homologic generation of matter in cosmos defined following a rational line, but also makes the homologic filiation (PNT correlation/PNT action) between spacetime and matter self-evident.

Supplemental introduction of the second 0.5 grade accessorial postulate of \(\text{Instinctive PNT equilibrium postulate}\) successively makes freewheeling logic extension of connotation objectification of homogenous cosmos originated from unique genesis ultimately approach unambiguous definition of existence & motion of matter as spontaneous occurrence of \([\text{external physical disturbance} + (\text{PNT action} + \text{instinctive PNT equilibrium})]\) of matter integration. Once \(\text{external physical disturbance}=0\), as
no instinctive reaction of PNT equilibrium for no external physical disturbance, all state parameters of matter integration keep constant, matter integration exists in inertial state therefore, mathematical formulation of the proper inertial state of matter integration leads to accomplishment of "Matter Inertial Conservation Equations". Once external physical disturbance > 0, PNT operation of matter integration is disturbed therefore, and PNT equilibrium instinct of matter integration must react to rebuild optimum PNT operation in the nature of things, as a result, all state parameters of matter integration vary accordingly, matter integration exists in accelerating state therefore, and mathematical formulation of the instinctive accelerating variation of matter integration directly leads to accomplishment of "PNT Dynamics".

As renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background of remarkable highlight of microcosmic configuration of matter, factuality that discretionary particles in cosmos are mutually convertible in permanent orientation towards complete induction day by day has brought out substantial headspring for me to succeed the favorable potentiality for pioneering cosmos redefinition and proportionate PNT dynamics about universal existence & motion in the nature of essence of matter in a class by itself. And the downwards rationality bounce for Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis to approach coherent formulation of hypostatic existence & motion of universal reciprocal PNT combinations is Atom State Equation in Spacetime \( \sum_{m=A}^{D} m_{\text{Atom}} = D_{\text{PNT}} \int_{i_0}^{x} f(m_{i_0}, t) \) which is just mathematical formulation of natura naturata of typical reciprocal PNT combination in gradation II in the nature of freewheeling coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution.

As particularity of mechanical ascendancy of atoms in gradational progression of aberrant convergence of cosmic esse due to PNT reciprocal gelation in the nature of coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution, before original nascent of atoms in spacetime, the progressive operation of aberrant convergence of cosmic esse due to PNT reciprocal gelation always orientate homologic generation of atoms in spacetime by the light of nature, after original generation and primary aggradation of atoms in spacetime, successive progressive operation of aberrant convergence of cosmic esse due to PNT reciprocal gelation always orientates macrocosmos in the nature of distinctive mechanical character of atoms, once Atom State Equations in Spacetime ultimately consummated, hypostatic existence & motion of universal reciprocal PNT combinations make up of atoms can be formulated in thorough coherence as serial state equations as \( \sum_{m=A}^{D} m_{\text{PNT}} = D_{\text{PNT}} \int_{i_0}^{x} f(m_{i_0}, t) \) therefore.

This of course indicates ultimate consummation of Atom State Equations in Spacetime will radically smooth away all rational estrangement among traditionary physics, chemistry, biology, iatrology etc out of question. In any case, homogenous cosmos is but demiurgic aggradation of sequential homologic cosmogony, which is well-regulated integrative cosmic homogeneity system made up of out-and-out serial natura naturata in the nature of freewheeling coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution, and universal existence & motion are but spontaneous occurrence of [external physical disturbance + (PNT action + instinctive PNT equilibrium)]. Cosmic status quo is not only demiurgic aggradation of sequential homologic cosmogony as out-and-out serial natura naturata in the nature of coherent natura
It's only possible for concordant cosmos to be demiurgic aggradation of out-and-out serial natura naturata in the nature of coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution; there is no way for demiurgic aggradation brought out by different natura naturans to be concordant cosmos through and through.

Of course, as commensurate ideological system about authenticity of nature, since ultimate authenticity of nature can be neither omnifarious authenticity smallwares full of a basket nor authenticity chameleon one piece and only but freewheeling coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution, ultimate consummation of science must be perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature. We have no reasons to classify science into omnifarious subjects even subdisciplines. Although, as incremental progression of quantitative & qualitative change of practical feasibility & possibility as necessary potentiality of historical progress of science, the practice human coming to know ultimate authenticity of nature must experience frondose ideology evolvement cumulatively enriched from nothingness to groat, from groat to a great lot, and consequently followed the proportionate idealistic correction & qualitative optimization from superficiality to profundity, from parochiality to generality, original naissance and successive development of subjects even in-depth subdisciplines is of course inevitable along quantitative & qualitative change of historical progress of science in early years that commensurate artificial ideology about authenticity of nature gradually penetrate into universal existence & motion in our purview extent and rational depth step by step as brand-new objects, which seems like a far-flung exploration of the first itinerary around numeric distinctive landscapes of brand-new landmasses of science with palette & tablet on back, omnifarious scientific travelogues A, B, C, D, E, F, ...were compiled thereby. Whereas, once the quantitative & qualitative change of historical progress of science in inherent optimization orientation towards perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature extends to favorable historical stage, as more and more quintessential ideological aggradation about authenticity of nature, cosmic endosome gradually exposes its original hypostasis in our rational purview, commensurate ideological system about authenticity of nature increasingly tally with ultimate authenticity of nature and expediently orientate perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature, rapid revolutionary collapse & disappearance of subjects & subdisciplines must be inevitable as quick inundation too.

And indeed, as straightforward man, the demiurge has none special artifice but freewheeling coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution, cosmic status quo is substantively demiurgic aggradation of sequential homologic cosmogony, which exists as well-regulated integrative cosmic homogeneity system as out-and-out serial natura naturata in the nature of coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution. Although, as commensurate ideological enantiomorph of accessible existence & motion around us, conventional classification of subjects & subdisciplines like physics,
chemistry, biology, iatrology etc seems inevitable for historical inevitability of hypostatic endeavor to push artificial ideology about authenticity of nature forward to perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature step by step by the right of practical feasibility & possibility in proportion to contemporaneous historical background, the motivation of artificial classification of subjects and subdisciplines originally had none idea of “the uniqueness & invariance of ultimate authenticity of nature predestines unique possibility of scientific verity as perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature”, which of course desecrated originality of freewheeling coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution of the demiurge for historical ignorance.

At any rate, ultimate authenticity of universal existence & motion radically depends on originality of the demiurge, and originality of the demiurge is but freewheeling coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution. Comparably, as successive humanistic endeavor to push commensurate ideological system about authenticity of temporally accessible existence & motion forward to perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature step by step by the right of practical feasibility & possibility in proportion to contemporaneous historical background, hypostatic quantitative & qualitative change of historical progress of science must experience frondose ideology evolvement cumulatively enriched from nothingness to groat, from groat to a great lot, and consequently followed the proportionate idealistic correction & qualitative optimization from superficiality to profundity, from parochiality to generality due to incremental progression of practical feasibility & possibility in proportion to contemporaneous historical background, till at last, historical progress of science approaches perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature.

In fact, as historical ideological aggradation derived from a far-flung exploration of the first itineracy around numerous distinctive landscapes of brand-new landmasses of science in the recent several centuries, the hypostatic outgrowth of artificial ideologies about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background are substantively rich and colorful scientific travelogues A, B, C, D, E, F, … like omnifarious smallwares full of a basket, which are virtually deserving reward of the first itineracy around preternatural landscapes of brand-new landmasses of science with palette & tablet on back in the recent several centuries. Ideological aggradation of historical progress of science like this is of course not rantankerous joke of the God but gradational inevitability of historical progress of science in inherent optimization orientation towards perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature due to incremental progression of favorable potentiality of practical feasibility & possibility in proportion to contemporaneous historical background.

Meanwhile, as remarkable highlight of microcosmic configuration of matter which makes homogenous profile of cosmos more and more explicit, under the favorable background, historical progress of science in inherent optimization orientation towards historical authenticity tolerance of science 0 seems impossible to slide over rational review of entire cosmos as “integrative cosmic homogeneity system originated from unique genesis”, remarkable renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background seems inevitable.
Whereas, as royal substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy has been the rage near one century in freewheeling, authoritative intrepidity of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy is all-time and inundant, even as modern scientific experiments have been closer and closer to operability & perceivability upper limit of human, which can neither expose a fly in the ointment of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy nor able to offer solid authentication of timely renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature forward to perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature, it’s almost inevitable for life-and-death scientific knowledge metabolism campaign to be inextricably involved under pestilent duress of inundant authoritative intrepidity of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy, free press admittance of Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis has to challenge counterwork upper limit of temporal science aristocrat.

30 years' free press embarment of Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis is not only my personal tragedy but also serious social problem related to historical progress of science in inherent optimization orientation towards perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature, especially social legitimacy authorization & social legitimacy subsistence of successive inevitable renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background due to incremental quantitative & qualitative change of practical feasibility & possibility.

Virtually, as timely renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background of remarkable highlight of microcosmic configuration of matter, Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis is brand-new topic ready to highlight universal existence & motion as demiurgic aggradation of sequential homologic cosmogony which exists as well-regulated integrative cosmic homogeneity system of out-and-out serial natura naturata in the nature of coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution. Whereas, as long-term authoritative egotistic guidance & restriction due to magisterial autarchy of free press regulation customization & free press admittance of temporal science aristocrat under background of interminable royal substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy in the recent half century, almost 99% so-called official journals on the earth straightforwardly insist that Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis is not favorite topic belonging to academic category they are professionally devoting to, as a result, I have to comment modern physics is floundering in riancy.

In any case, we should be quite aware of the objectivity, realistic historical progress of science can never be free from conditionality of “incremental progression of practical feasibility & possibility in proportion to contemporaneous historical background + the uniqueness & invariance of ultimate authenticity of nature predestines the unique possibility of scientific verity as perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature”, hypostatic historical progress of science is just quantitative & qualitative change of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature under synthesized conditionality of “incremental progression of practical feasibility & possibility in proportion to contemporaneous historical background + the uniqueness & invariance of ultimate authenticity of nature predestines the unique possibility of scientific verity as perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature” through and through, and just because of permanent synthesized conditionality.
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of “incremental progression of practical feasibility & possibility in proportion to contemporaneous historical background + the uniqueness & invariance of ultimate authenticity of nature predestines the unique possibility of scientific verity as perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature” through and through, it’s only possible for hypostatic practical accomplishment of historical progress of science to be gradational series of scientific knowledge metabolism in inherent optimization orientation towards perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature.

As remarkable transition of scientific practice from macrocosm to microcosms, the nearest epochmaking scientific knowledge metabolism along historical progress of science occurred in terminal years of 19th century and early years of 20th century, the most remarkable evidence of scientific knowledge metabolism of the age was that Relativity and Quantum Theory procured social legitimacy qualification of the age and took role of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy instead of Newtonian Mechanics. In subsequent half century, endeavor of substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy almost took full role of historical progress of science. Whereas, half century later (till about 1970), as royal substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy gradually exhausted its inherent potentiality to push artificial ideology about authenticity of nature forward to perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature, the inefficiency of demoded royal substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy $\neq$ general progress of science became more and more remarkable.

And on the other hand, till today, hypostatic historical progress of science has brought out live contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy four typical social legitimacy subsistence features as below:

1. Unprecedented least historical authenticity tolerance of science of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy throughout historical progress of science, which makes contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy relatively capitalized and superior to enjoy social legitimacy subsistence.

2. The largest social loop of temporal science aristocrat with inundant authoritative intrepidity of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy throughout historical progress of science, which makes contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy burly and unshakable.

3. Unprecedented magisterial autarchy of free press regulation customization and free press admittance of temporal science aristocrat without necessary intendance, which is not only root cause to make endeavor of substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy popular keynote of historical progress of science of the age and make so-called modern science forum out-and-out homegrown outgrowth in the garden of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy that scientific knowledge proliferation on the earth must be in rigid succession of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy but also substantial facility for temporal science aristocrat to involve in humanistic life-and-death scientific knowledge metabolism by the right of self-preservation of human.

4. Authentication efficiency of modern scientific experiments has rather close to human perception upper limit, so that modern scientific experiments can neither expose a fly in the ointment of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy at the volley nor easy to offer credible authentication to successive renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background.

Historical progress of science in the recent several centuries seemed like a fan-fang exploration of the first itinerary around numeric distinctive landscapes of hound-new landmasses of science with palette & tablet on back, several hundred years' scientific travelogues were compiled thereby.
The four typical social legitimacy subsistence features of live contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy above of course predestine successive renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background has to challenge counterwork upper limit of temporal science aristocrat without alternatives.

Virtually, remarkable highlight of microcosmic configuration of matter especially the factuality that discretionary particles in cosmos are mutually convertible is always orienting to perfect induction has made the homogenous profile of cosmos more and more explicit in our rational purview, which is of course grand headspring of Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis. Whereas, as timely renovation of artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background of remarkable highlight of microcosmic configuration of matter, free press admittance of Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis has to challenge counterwork upper limit of temporal science aristocrat due to unprecedented magisterial autarchy of free press regulation customization and free press admittance of temporal science aristocrat. 30 years has gone, Homogenous Cosmos Originated from Unique Genesis is still floundering around in vicious circle of life-and-death scientific knowledge metabolism campaign without alternatives.

Although, social legitimacy subsistence of any contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy must consist in “historical legitimacy keynote initialization + Freewheeling royal substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy + successive legitimacy metabolism of science” along time extension of historical progress of science, the major melody of historical progress of science is always epochmaking scientific knowledge metabolism in inherent optimization orientation towards perfect ideological enantiomorph of ultimate authenticity of nature, but not interminable substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy, the existence value of freewheeling royal substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy mostly consist in that, as burgeoning pioneering artificial ideology about authenticity of nature in proportion to contemporaneous historical background, any contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy needs necessary time for successive substantiation & perfection, it’s almost impossible for burgeoning pioneering artificial ideology about authenticity of nature to be perfect in a sudden, and virtually, in the early years after original naissance of pioneering artificial ideology about authenticity of nature, successive royal substantiation & perfection of contemporaneous scientific orthodoxy \( \approx \) general progress of science of the age.

As coherent natura naturans throughout cosmic evolution, instinctive PNT reciprocal equilibrium towards optimum PNT operation is potential conditionality & root cause for cosmos always ready to orientate perfection by itself.